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Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI), Lexiles by Grade. Grade. Below Grade Common Core State Standards (English Language Arts, Appendix A). Washington .
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MATH. MATHEMATICS. 2. GRADE 2. F. FOCUS. MAJOR, SUPPORTING, AND ADDITIONAL CLUSTERS FOR GRADE 2. Emphases are given at the cluster
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4th Grade. 2014-2015. 630. Grade Level. School Year. Lexile. 7th Grade. 2013- The SRI is an untimed test that varies in number of questions and difficulty.
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What does the Lexile measure mean?

reader measure and the Lexile text measure on the Lexile scale. Scholastic Reading Inventory, PASeries Reading, the Iowa Tests and many end-of-grade.
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Jun 1, 2009 - e entire text to gain a Lexile score xile Version: Following the Scholastic Reading Inventory, student and teacher will see a Lexile score.
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For more information on Lexile measures, visit www. STAR Reading grade equivalents*. ATOS grade equivalents*. *For more information, please see Lexile .